CIRCULAR

In view of the acute shortage being experienced in BSNL Corporate Office in PA/PS cadres, it has been decided by the Competent Authority to call volunteers of Stenographers/PAs/PSs from the adjoining Circles i.e. NTR, NTP and in offices under NCR of Delhi to BSNL Corporate Office.

2. Accordingly, it is requested that the interested Stenographers/PAs/PSs working in aforementioned Offices/Circles may apply for their posting in BSNL Corporate Office on their request at their own cost on temporary transfer basis under Rule-9 of BSNL Employee Transfer Policy. The said requestes duly recommended and forwarded by their respective Circles/Units may be sent to the Pers. Branch of BSNL CO, New Delhi.

This issues with the approval of the competent authority.

(M. UDAYA KUMAR)
Assistant General Manager (CSS)

Copy to:

1. PA/PS working under O/o CGMT, BSNL NTR/NTP Circle and
2. All Units/Offices of BSNL under NCR of Delhi.
3. CGMT, BSNL NTR/NTP Circle.
4. All Heads of Offices of BSNL and NCR of Delhi.